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MESSAGE FROM PATRONS
Principal's Message

Dr.P V Mohanram
Principal

I am glad to know that CSE department has come out with yet
another edition of department magazine Bits n Bytes. I highly
commend the Editorial team for bringing it as Covid -19 special
edition. I am sure that this magazine will be informative and
resourceful. I congratulate the HoD, faculty members, staff and all
CSE students for their enthusiastic effort in showcasing their
talents and skills. I wish them success for their future
endeavours.

Vice Principal's Message
I congratulate the editorial team of the E Magazine for
bringing out the special edition. This magazine will help our
students’ soft skills like reading, writing and team working
skills, apart from their coding skills. My best wishes for all
the contributors for the special edition of the magazine “Bits
n Bytes”.

HoD's Message

Dr.R Manimegalai
Professor and HoD

Dr.G Chandramohan
Vice-Principal

I am happy to see that Students in the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering (CSE) are always engrossed with various
technical, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. I feel proud
that CSE students put their best efforts in whatever they do and the
same can be observed in the making of the Department Magazine,
Bits N Bytes. I am pleased to note that the Covid-19 special edition
has come out very well . I am sure that the Department Magazine,
Bits N Bytes, provides very good opportunity for CSE students to
exhibit their technical, literary and artistic skills and talents. I
congratulate the entire Editorial Team for successfully bringing out
the special issue during Covid situation,with the usual rigor and
color.
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VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT:
To produce Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) graduates, who will be the
technology and innovation leaders, with core-competency and proficiency in research,
entrepreneurial and inter-personal skills, in order to build path-breaking solutions for
a better society and world.

MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT:
To provide experiential and holistic learning experience by employing innovative
teaching practices through Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Tools
To impart collaborative and life-long learning to develop optimal technology
solutions for industry needs and societal aspirations with universal human values
To give industry exposure by providing industry-institute-interaction
opportunities in order to build inter-disciplinary research capabilities with an
inquisitive and innovative mind
To cultivate the spirit of entrepreneurship and empower the students by nurturing
leadership skills and facilitating various co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities in order to achieve global excellence
PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:
Graduates will influence, lead and excel in creating innovative technologies by
employing multidisciplinary research and comprehensive set of skills that are
appropriate for global computing industryGraduates will be capable of handling
organizational leadership positions and will have a broad understanding of applying
ethics in building computing-based solutions for societal needsGraduates will exhibit
entrepreneurial traits and are capable of advancing their career by acquiring new
knowledge and upgrading their professional, communication and analytic skills
continuously.
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TECHNICAL ARTICLES
Have a look at the articles about new
innovations,inventions and research in
Computer Science field !
THE URGENT NEED FOR CYBER
SECURITY

SOURCE CREDITS:
MS.KARESHMMAA A. S.
(I CSE)

Before knowing about what cyber security actually is, we must first understand it’s
need and importance in this highly competitive digitalized world. We live in an age
where almost everyone’s life is locked inside small electronic gadgets. We completely
depend on them from our morning alarm, storing confidential data to entertainment.
Even a small mistake in securing data or bad social networking can prove to be
extremely dangerous. If accounts are not properly secured ,It becomes easier for
hackers or unauthorized users to spread viruses thereby stealing data and even money.
Today, due to high internet penetration in almost everyone’s life, cyber security is one
of the biggest need of the world as cyber threats are very dangerous. Cyber security
refers to protecting confidential data from unauthorized access. There are two possible
threats: cyber crime and cyber warfare.
Using cyberspace(computers, internet etc.) to commit a crime is known as cyber crime.
It is probably done by an individual or by an organization. Cyber warfare includes
hacking vital information, webpages and intelligence of a country. In near future, wars
may not be like the traditional ones. Internet will act as a potential weapon against
another nation which is inevitable.
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As all of us are drowned into the ocean of internet, we must first learn to protect our data
and also ourselves from unauthorized access. Some of the measures that could be taken are
changing passwords regularly,
deleting unused accounts, installing proper anti-virus softwares, enabling two-factor
authentication and keeping our softwares up to date.
Not only the government but also the citizens should spread awareness among the
people. Youth can play a major role in this regard. Growing cyber threats such as
data theft, phishing scams and other cyber vulnerabilities demand that users should
remain vigilant about protecting data. It is essential to understand varied type of
risks.
Knowledge about cyber security laws is mandatory for every person using internet.
For every user ,it is important to think before connecting to someone online. Users
should also think prior to sharing any information with others through the internet.
Always remember, you are being watched every now and then by someone behind the
dark screen.
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TECHNO EVERYWHERE!

Few technologies keep coming and changing as other new
technologies take its place. Day by day advancements in the
development of technology is increasing to the verge that no
one can estimate.
For instance, if we consider Internet of things which was one
of the important buzz in 2019 has got another higher version
for itself which is known as Connection Retail. Yet even then,
IoT has not lost its importance at all. As we say world keeps
SOURCE CREDITS:
changing every minute, same is with technologies.
MS.RAWAT BATUL
(I CSE)
These days artificial intelligence (AI) is truly a revolutionary
feat of computer science which is now set to become a core
component of the modern equipments in the coming decades.
AI has a long list of applications, in which few of them are in
use and few are being developed. The most recent use of
artificial intelligence is in combination with health care.
CoRover, which was being used as chatbots on the railway
ticketing counters, is an AI space which is now being involved
to help the doctors talk to the corona affected patients.
It is for the first time in history that artificial intelligence,
machine learning and natural language processing are being
used to create a virtual conversational AI platform.
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Further there are many other AI based platforms or applications like BlueDot as used
by China to maintain surveillance on harmful diseases and many more. Likewise,
there are other and applications too, making automated or self-driving cars which
may provide options like to work, eat, sleep, watch a movie, etc in the car itself while
driving.Further there are many other AI based platforms or applications like BlueDot
as used by China to maintain surveillance on harmful diseases and many more.
Likewise, there are other and applications too, making automated or self-driving cars
which may provide options like to work, eat, sleep, watch a movie, etc in the car
itself while driving.
Another direction in which AI is gaining more and more use is in developing a truly
smart smart phone that would do whatever it has been commanded to, by the user.
Applications of AI can be never ending. It is also used in various domains like
marketing, banking, agriculture, gaming, space exploration (most important one in
the recent time) and in artificial creativity.
Artificial Intelligence is undoubtedly one of the most prominent buzz, whose growth
in the future is undeniable and interminable. In the future, we might be seeing a
world filled with robots and automation at each and every step in our lives. Thus AI
is a fast growing platform amongst all other important stuffs.
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THE ROLE OF DEEP LEARNING
IN ANTIBIOTICS RESEARCH

Imagine you’re a fossil hunter. You spend months in the heat
of Arizona digging up bones only to find that what you’ve
uncovered is from a previously discovered dinosaur. That’s
how the search for antibiotics has panned out recently. The
relatively few antibiotic hunters out there keep finding the
same types of antibiotics. With the rapid rise in drug
resistance in many pathogens, new antibiotics are desperately
needed. It may be only a matter of time before a wound or
scratch becomes life-threatening.
Yet few new antibiotics have entered the market of late, and
even these are just minor variants of old antibiotics. While the
prospects look bleak, the recent revolution in artificial
intelligence (AI) offers new hope. In a study published on Feb.
20 in the journal Cell, scientists from MIT and Harvard used a
type of AI called deep learning to discover new
antibiotics.The traditional way of discovering antibiotics –
from soil or plant extracts – has not revealed new candidates,
and there are many social and economic hurdles to solving
this problem, as well.

SOURCE CREDITS:
MR.PRASANNA
RAHAVENDRA A.
(II CSE)

The Harvard-MIT team used a new type of deep learning AI
called graph neural networks for drug discovery. Back in the
AI stone age of 2010, AI models for drug discovery were built
using text descriptions of chemicals. This is like describing a
person’s face through words such as “dark eyes” and “long
nose.”
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These text descriptors are useful but obviously don’t paint the entire picture. The
AI method used by the Harvard-MIT team describes chemicals as a network of
atoms, which gives the algorithm a more complete picture of the chemical than text
descriptions can provide.
Human knowledge and AI blank slates:
Yet deep learning alone is not sufficient to discover new antibiotics. It needs to be
coupled with deep biological knowledge of infections. The Harvard-MIT team
meticulously trained the AI algorithm with examples of drugs that are effective and
those that aren’t. In addition, they used drugs that are known to be safe in humans
to train the AI. They then used the AI algorithm to identify potentially safe yet
potent antibiotics from millions of chemicals.Unlike people, Using old-school AI,
my lab recently discovered some surprising candidates for treating tuberculosis,
including an anti-psychotic drug. In the study by the Harvard-MIT team, they found
a gold mine of new candidates. These candidate drugs do not look anything like
existing antibiotics. One promising candidate is Halicin, a drug being explored for
treating diabetes.
Halicin, surprisingly, was potent not only against E. coli, the bacteria the AI
algorithm was trained on, but also on more deadly pathogens, including those that
cause tuberculosis and colon inflammation. Notably, Halicin was potent against drug
resistant Acinetobacter baumanni. This bacterium tops the list of most deadly
pathogens compiled by the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention.
Unfortunately, Halicin’s broad potency suggests that it may also destroy harmless
bacteria in our body. It may also have metabolic side effects, since it was originally
designed as an anti-diabetic drug. Given the dire need for new antibiotics, these may
be small sacrifices to pay to save lives.
Many challenges lie ahead for potential antibiotics discovered using AI to reach the
clinic. The conditions in which these drugs are tested are different from those inside
the human body. New AI tools are being built by my lab and others to simulate the
body’s internal environment to assess antibiotic potency. AI models can also now
predict drug toxicity and side effects. These AI technologies together may soon give
us a leg up in the never-ending battle against drug resistance.
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ADA LOVELACE
“Be it a man or a woman, all have the ability. The difference is
how the ability is used!”Being the daughter of a great renowned
poet Lord Byron, She just wrote some code on a piece of paper.
And that piece of paper took the greatest place in the history
of “Computer Science”.Yes! The first one to recognize the full
potential of a “Computing Machine” and one of the “First
Programmer” is a woman and she is none other than “Ada
Lovelace”.
SOURCE CREDITS:
MS.SHEEBA A.
In spite of all the odds she faced in her life, she has never lost
(II CSE)
hope and perseverance in her work. She is also well known for
her note’s on Babbage’s Analytical engine. Ada saw something
that Babbage in some sense failed to notice. She recognized
that the machine had applications beyond pure calculation and
published the first algorithm intended to be carried out by
such a machine.
In fairness, Lovelace’s program is not easy to explain to the
layperson without some hand-waving. It’s the intricacies of her
program, though, that make it so remarkable.
She thought carefully about how operations could be organized into groups that
could be repeated, thereby inventing the loop. She realized how important it was to
track the state of variables as they changed, introducing a notation to illustrate
those changes.
So let’s take a closer look at Lovelace’s program for calculating the Bernoulli
numbers.The program is essentially a list of operations, specified using the usual
mathematical symbols.Her program calculated a number that she called B7, which
modern mathematicians known as the eighth Bernoulli number. Her program thus
sought to solve the following equation:B7=−1(A0+B1A1+B3A3+B5A5)
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In the above, each term represents a coefficient in the polynomial formula for the
sum of integers to a particular power. Here that power is eight, since the eighth
Bernoulli number first appears in the formula for the sum of positive integers to
the eighth power. The B and A numbers represent the two kinds of factors that
Bernoulli discovered.
B1 through B7 are all different Bernoulli numbers, indexed according to Lovelace’s
indexing. A0 through A5 represent the factors of the coefficients that Bernoulli
could calculate using Pascal’s Triangle.The values of A0, A1, A3, and A5 appear
below. Here n represents the index of the Bernoulli number in the sequence of
odd-numbered Bernoulli numbers starting with the first. Lovelace’s program used
n = 4.Lovelace’s program first calculates A0 and the product B1A1.
It then enters a loop that repeats twice to calculate B3A3 and B5A5, since those
are formed according to an identical pattern. After each product is calculated, it
is added with all the previous products, so that by the end of the program the full
sum has been obtained.

“Everyone has the potential. We just have to discover it”.
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PERKS OF BLOCKCHAIN IN
INDIA

Although blockchain is in its infancy, India is pacing towards
its adoption considering the serious requirement of it in our
nation. In simple terms, blockchain is an ingenious way of
passing information from A to B in a fully automated and safe
manner.Think of it as a database, but instead of storing a
single version of the database on one computer or server,
everyone involved in the blockchain has their own copy.
INDIA IS GROWING DIGITAL!
With the large scale successful adoption of digital payments
like google pay, paytm, etc., India is now keen on moving
towards adopting blockchain. Unable to ignore the truth that
India is captivated in the palms of corruption since decades,
and none of the government has been able to remove the
menace, we seek the help of technology to do so .

SOURCE CREDITS:
MS.SUSMETA A.
(I CSE)

With transparency being an important asset as the
information on every transaction is publicly available to
everyone on the blockchain, this technology has lessened the chance for
corruption. In light to this, Banks in India like SBI, Axis, ICICI were quick to
realize the opportunities of blockchain for efficient banking operations. Block
chain technology has managed to establish itself in many Indian sectors like the
health insurance ,banking, government sector ,RBI and tax authorities, despite all
the hurdles.
The major hindrance in adopting block chain was the lack of awareness. It is
definitely a good sign that even with its discomfort with the cryptocurrency,
India promotes the launch of digital currency through blockchain. Keeping all the
risks and uncertainties aside it can be guaranteed that blockchain will contribute
to a revolutionary change in India.
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MINI PROJECT
ELECTRICITY BILL
CALCULATOR APP

FACULTY
COORDINATOR:
MS. K. BAVITHRA
(EEE – ASST.
PROFESSOR)

The Electricity Bill Calculator is based on the tariff set by the TNEB. Tamil Nadu
Electricity Board (abbreviated as TNEB) is a power generation and distribution
company owned by Government of Tamil Nadu, India. TNEB was formed on 1 July
1957 as the Madras State Electricity Board according to the Electricity Supply Act
of 1948 as a successor to the erstwhile Electricity Department of the Government of
Madras under the authority of the Department of Power.
It was responsible for electricity generation, distribution and transmission, and it
regulated the electricity supply in the state. Later it was renamed Tamil Nadu
Electricity Board. In October 2008, the Government of Tamil Nadu decided to
divide TNEB into two subsidiaries.
On 1 November 2010, TNEB Limited became a holding company with two
subsidiaries, Tamil Nadu Generation and Distribution Corporation Limited
(TANGEDCO), responsible for power generation, and Tamil Nadu Transmission
Corporation Limited (TANTRANSCO), responsible for power transmission.
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OBJECTIVE OF THE APP:
The main objective of the app is to create a replica of the
TNEB bill calculator. Also, electricity tariff rates were part of
our syllabus, so developing this app helped us to understand,
evaluate and implement the concept of tariff rates very clearly.
ABOUT THE APP:

STUDENT
COORDINATORS:
ABINESH R. (I CSE)

The app (Electricity Bill Calculator) is based on Event Drive
Programming concept and is built with the help of “MIT App
Inventor 2”. The app calculates the amount of money to be
paid (based on the latest domestic tariff released by the
TNEB) when the consumed units is entered. The app works
only in Android devices and also in PCs if there is an
Android Emulator like Bluestacks, Andy etc. installed in it.
STILL WORKING:
The app calculates the bill only for domestic tariff in both
billing cycle (Monthly and Bi-Monthly). Our aim is to update
the app so that it works for all the tariff check provided by
the TNEB.

KIRUBANAND R.
(I CSE)

VENKATESHWARAN M.
(I CSE)
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INTERVIEW
EXPERIENCE
Have a look at our
senior's interview
experience !
CISCO
Round 1 :This was an online round.This
round had coding questions and MCQ’s on
aptitude, C, C++, OS, networking.The coding
questions were from moderate to difficult
levels.
Round 2 :This was a face to face interview,
here all the questions were purely based on
the project done in college and my
confidence was evaluated.
Round 3 :This was also a face to face
interview.But this round was a bit tricky than
the previous round, here I was given a DBMS
question and was asked to form a solution for
it.The panelists were interested in knowing
my way of approaching the problem rather
than an exact solution. In this round, my
attitude was put to test. They evaluated my
capacity to work in a team and my stress
management skills.

AMRITHA T N

Final Round :This was the HR round. In this
round, I was encouraged to ask questions to
the panelist regarding CISCO and their
culture.Finally I got placed and my overall
placement experience with CISCO was an
enjoyable roller coaster ride.
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TEMENOS INDIA Pvt. Ltd.
First Round : (Entry Participants: Around 200)
Section A: Complete 3 of the 4 programming
questions (2 Programming + 2 SQL)
● Implement a program to get the details of
passport. Get the compulsory fields of name, age,
DOB, City name and Address proof. The Mobile
number and Country is optional. The Date of
Birth proof has to be either Birth Certificate or
10th Mark Sheet. If neither of the two are
submitted, the passport process is declined and
should terminate. The same applies for the
Address proof when the documents to be
submitted are either Ration Card Number(of
alphanumeric) or Aadhar Card Number(12
numbers of Integer type).
●Write a program to get an array of a list of
books along with the borrowers. And to display
only those books whose books have not been
borrowed.
● Create Tables ‘Name’ and ‘Address’ with
respective Primary Key and Foreign Key. And to
write down queries to display only those nonrepeating names whose Country is ‘India’.

MR. CHRISTIE JERIN
KUMAR R
.● Certain questions were asked in-depth
regarding my projects
● I was asked to write the approach for getting
elements into an array and finding the sum of the
elements of the array. I explained the
straightforward approach using the sum variable.
● I was asked to explain Remote Method
Invocation, and why do you want to have such a
feature.
● The interviewer asked to give a proper
justification as to why I prefer C++ over Java
●How is Abstraction and Data Hiding achieved
in C++?
● Give me step by step procedure as to what
happens when we turn on the System?In the end,
He was impressed by the way I expressed all the
ideas clearly and effectively..and he mentioned
that this trait is an asset which stands out from
other candidates…

Section B: Managerial question
● Given your team of 11 players and one
substitute, You reach the railway station and
You realize You have only 10 tickets. What will
You do to make sure the playing eleven reach the I was asked to wait for the final HR Round.HR
stadium in time?Finally Shortlisted: 28 Students InterviewI was asked to introduce myself and I
was given an overview of the company and
Second Round :(Entry Participants: 28)Face to
mentioned that I would be subject to be relocation
face InterviewQuestions :
to any place and at any time. I was asked to fill the
final form and I was given a formal welcome to
● I was asked to introduce myself.
Temenos India Pvt. Ltd.Finally Shortlisted: 19
students
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[24]7.ai
Round 1 :This is a pen and paper written test
round.The test consisted of three sections.More
weightage is given for coding section.It had
three questions based on data structures.
Round 2 :This is an face to face technical
interview.Answer Sheet of first round written
test was with the interviewer. After self
introduction the interviewer went straight into
the coding section answer in my answer sheet
and asked to explain the approach.And asked
for techniques to optimize that further.
Then the next question is a coding problem in
data structure(to find whether a linked list is
palindrome or not).I purposely started with a
O(n^2) solution and step by step gave an
optimised solution.For that optimised solution
he gave an appreciation.Next he looked into my
resume and enquired about the academic
projects.And next he asked about my SQL skills.
Gave few questions to solve based on joins.
(eg:Find the name of second least salary of an
employee given three tables)And switched to
questions related to my area of
interest.Followed by some basic questions in OS
(virtual memory,trashing,context
switching,booting).
Next he enquired about the latest trends in web
development.I gave some explanations
regarding async implementations..

TAJASVI A G

And he enquired about my knowledge in react.I
addmitted that I haven't used that till now but I
assured that I can learn quick.Finally 'he asked
do you have any questions?'.I asked him 'if I am
going to be a part of 247.ai what is that I should
learn to contribute my best to the organization?'.
He then replied to learn java in depth and also
learn about nosql databases.I added that I have
another question.'What will be my role in the
organization immediately after joining as an
intern?'.He replied that I will be assigned to an
ongoing live project and will be considered as
active member of the organization.
Round 3 :I added that I have another
question.'What will be my role in the
organization immediately after joining as an
intern?'.He replied that I will be assigned to an
ongoing live project and will be considered as
active member of the organization.
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ITC INFOTECH
Round 1 :This round had multiple choice questions
which included quantitative aptitude, logical
reasoning, verbal and technical MCQ’s from C,
C++, Java, DBMS, networking.
This round had a stipulated time slot and it
section wise time constraint was there and
questions were of easy and average level.
There were around 60 questions and almost all
who got above 45 and above was shortlisted for the
next level.
Round 2 :This round was generally a group
discussion round during the previous years of ITC
recruitment. This time they kept it as a technical
interview. The questions were all from the topics
and subjects which I had mentioned in my
resume.There were very basic questions such as•
What is the difference between operator
overloading and overriding?• Inheritance in real
time and what are the types of inheritance?
The questions were rapid when it came to my
project. I did my project based on DBMS. They
asked almost all kinds of basic questions regarding
my project.In the end, He was impressed by the
way I expressed all the ideas clearly and
effectively...and he mentioned that this trait is an
asset which stands out from other candidates…I
was asked to wait for the final HR Round.
The question was like why not I didn’t do with
current technology instead I did with SQL+.Then,
the interviewer asked me to write some small
programs like finding the EMI to be paid for the
‘n’th month, basic programs like Armstrong
number. They will just see how you arrive at the
solution and

SAI KRISHNA S

your thought process and not the exact code. But
it is good that if we ask some time and do the best
as we can.I was selected for the HR round.
Round 3 :This was a Personal interview. I gave my
self intro and as I was sure of the contents in my
resume I just said the stuffs in it. He asked me
what’s the role of data in the world.He then asked
me whether the emerging technology will replace
humans in the future. He then asked me whether
I have any questions for him. I asked regarding
the area on which their main domain is focused
and he gave a firm handshake and the round was
ended.
After sometime I was announced that I was
selected.Curricular activities and extra-curricular
activities will help attracting the interviewer
sometimes.(not all the times).
• Practice Aptitude questions well.
• Practice self intro at least twice or thrice before
the interviews.
• Communicate clearly.
• Stay neutral while you in Group Discussions.
• Prepare well.
• Hard work and smart work will help us succeed.
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TCS DIGITAL

Round1:This was an online test which had 4
sections. First section was English proficiency (10
mins – 15 questions), second section was aptitude
mainly Quants (30 mins – 20 questions), third
section was Technical MCQ that had most
questions from C,C++ and Data Structures(30
mins – 20 questions) and the last section was
coding.
Question was on strings for one set and arrays
for another.String question: Given a list of
strings, output the string that had a common
prefix with some other string in the list.Eg: abc,
abcd, defOutput: abc and abcd have common
prefix abc.After this round, there was single
interview which had 2 technical people over
Skype and 1 HR here.
Round 2 :This is a Technical cum HR round.
Interview started with self-introduction. Then
questions started with which language so I like
and Why. I said C++ and told about Pointers,
OOPS, STLs. She asked to explain features of
OOPS.
Then asked why and where do we use
Inheritance. Next question was on static variable
in C++, when do we use it. This was the first part
of interview.There was another person on Skype
who explained that they hire for Digital
Solutions, So what new digital

SAKTHI BHARGAVI K
technologies which I am aware of. I said Cloud,
IoT, ML, DL.
He asked me what each of these is with a basic
example. Then he asked whether any of my
projects is related with these technologies. I
explained one of my projects which was on
ANN. He asked what a neural network is and
what kind of network I used in the project.
With this, technical interview came to an end.
He asked questions from my side, where I asked
the latest Digital project which he is working
with.HR told that this was just a formality and
asked questions like unique reason for them to
hire me. He listed things like passionate learner,
team worker and I should not repeat that.
He gave a scenario and asked whether you will
be available for working night shifts. I told yes
provided I can gain and have scope of growth.
Interview went for about 40 mins.At last 7
people were hired and I was one among them.
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INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE
Have a peek at the internships that our students took
part inand grasp their technical aspects

INTERNSHIP @
5G TEST BED
LAB , IIT
MADRAS
5G NR Packet Data
Convergence Protocol L2
Stack 6th November 2019
to 26th December 2019

We have completed our internship at Indian Institute of
Technology, Chennai from 6th November 2019 to 26th
December 2019 on 5G NR Packet Data Convergence Protocol
L2 Stack. We were assigned to develop an API for the Data
PDU part of Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP).
PDCP is a sub layer of the L2 stack that performs header
compression, Ciphering, Integrity Protection and tReordering with a control module that manages the flow of
payload during uplink and the downlink. We succeeded in
building the API with all the specified requirements as per
Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) specification
(3GPP TS 38.323 version 15.2.0 Release 15).
We had a great experience working in the research area where
we understood how new technologies are being developed. We
also learnt how to approach the problems from different
perspectives to predict all possible solutions, analyse and
implement the most
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optimal solution and then improvise to make it

We then tested the performance of the API real

more efficient and scalable. We started with
understanding the technical specification, listed
out all the tasks to be performed, planned a

time data using packet capturing. The results
were satisfactory. We were appreciated for our
remarkable work with a short time span.

schedule with completion time for each
task(header compression, Ciphering, Integrity
Protection and t-Reordering , a control module,
and testing module using pcap). After
completing the implementation of individual
modules, we integrated them with the control
module to build an API.

INTERNSHIP @
VERIFICATION
TOOL
CUSTOMIZATI
ON
DEPARTMENT ,
IIT MADRAS
ATPG : Automated Test
Program Generator 24th
November 2019 to 25th
December 2019

~ Dr.A C Sumathi, Assistant Professor (Sl.Gr)
CSE, Arunprasath RV, Year III CSE,
Balasiddharth D, Year III CSE and Sheeba A,
Year II CSE

My first internship ‘experience has been very rewarding
because I have acquired and learned new skills. This
internship has enriched my knowledge in the processor
verification field. I certainly know that I know more now
than I did before I started my internship .In my internship, I
was placed at the verification tool customization department.
This department is where people personalize the processor
verification tools available in the market for RISC-V
processor . This department also has to manage to unify all
the verification tools into a virtual envirointment, so that all
the tools can execute concurrently . My job responsibilities
included customisation of RISC-V dv (A verification tool)
and maintaining the code repository. My main objective and
goal for this internship was to learn all about processor
verification, however in order to do so, I had to ask a lot of
questions and get along with my co-interns, so I could learn
from them.
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Here is a summary of what I have done during

Aand provisions for customer extensions. Hence

the internship .The Reduced Instruction Set
Computing (RISC) architecture is a free and
open Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)

thorough verification is essential to compete
successfully against the established processor

enabling a new era of processor innovation
through open standard collaboration. It directly
challenges several well-established processor
families such as intel x-86, Motorola 68k
processor. For the RISC-V ecosystem to thrive,
core suppliers need an independent verification
solution to ensure that their designs are
compliant with the ISA specification.
Verification of RISC-V designs is especially
challenging because of optional features,
implementation flexibility,

families. Automation is the key to reduce the
time taken in the verification of the processor.
This work provides a way to develop an
automated tool(ATPG) which helps in verifying
the processor in an efficient way, by seamlessly
generating test program to test the processor
using python.

~ Kamerish A, Madhavan B (II CSE)
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POEM
WE SHARE A HISTORY...
Standing amidst the misty clouds,
With the sizzling smell of hot tea tingling her nose,
The clouds neither poured nor were clear,
Alone stood she waiting for her trouble maker.
Reminiscence of all her nostalgic days flashed right in front of her,
The day when she took him into her hands for the first time,
The worst silly fights that ended in strengthening their bond,
Their moments together are never fading,
And worth to be made a history!
He misses her warm hands that sheltered him like a cocoon,
Time may have separated and created a deep scar in them,
As time does not wait to appreciate the love between them.
Man is helpless because there is no weapon to fight against it,
But together they fought and realized that their bond is stronger than time itself.
The more far they are right now, their love for each other is multiplied every moment.
They may not fight like Tom and Jerry as before,
But this silence between them kills more than the chaos they created by fighting earlier.
All these longings neared its climax!
He, the person whom the girl loved the most was right behind her in the deserted street.
Tears poured down her flawless skin out of extreme happiness,
Once, she was the strongest of all who bore tonnes of sorrows.
But the very sight of him made her the weakest among all.
She couldn’t wait further that she pushed herself towards him
and hugged him fervently with the same sisterly love.
They set an example to the world that no mighty power in this whole universe
has the potential to break their unconditional love,
never in the years to come!
-A S KARESHMMAA - I CSE
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ெகாேரானா

மனித
க

ல
ேக எத ரி...
ெதரியாத ஓ உய ரி!!!

ஊஹா தா
உறவா
ைழ த

உ

ப ற ப ட ..
ப எ இ
ப ட ..

ஆ த கைள ஏ த அய நா டவேரா ேபாரி
ெவ ற ர க நா க !
ெதாைலகா ச ேயா
அைலேபச ேயா
அைலேமாத ைவ
வ டா ..
க

மலர அக மலர
க
மனித களா

ேன ற க பல க
எ கைள ைலய

டவ க நா க
ட க வ டா ...

!

ஆ கடைல அ
த யதா , அைலகளா த ர
வ
ளாயா??
கா ைற மா ப
த யதா , க
ெதரியாம கதற வ க றாயா??
ப ரப ச ைத டா க யதா அனலா எ ைம அழ ைவ க றாயா??

மத

எ
எ
கைள ைவ

ண களி மி க களா வா
ததா ,
கைள இற
இைரயா
க றாயா??
ம
த
ரி ததா , மக
ச ைய தர ம

ந

ம

க றாயா??

அரச அ
ெகா வா !!
ெத வ ந
ெகா
!!
காம ெகா க றா ..இ ந யாயமா??

கட
இ
ப ட ைத
வ டா ..கட
வரா ,காவலரா ,
ைம பணியாளரா கா ச யளி க றா ..
லா ட
வைடய..
கால
மா றமைடய..
ப ரியாவ ைட ெப !
இய ைக அ தா ..
மனித ேதா றா ..
ய ராக அ ல.. அைன ைத
மா

வா!
ஒ மனித உய ராக..

-KEERTHANA E-II CSE

FEEL LIKE DANCING
Out there and Im there glancing
At the dark clouds moving
Here and there im getting
The smell of wet sand
...the rain drops like white pearls on the land.

-SANDEEP V-II CSE
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EDITORIAL MESSAGE
We are proud to bring to you this year’s annual edition of our department magazine Bits N Bytes. In
this issue, you will find stories of alumni leaders, committed students and dedicated faculty. Among
the wonderful technical articles, this issue is a special edition on Covid-19. The rise of Coronavirus
(COVID-19) has placed us in an unusual predicament, where staying home matters more than
anything in this world. With unprecedented lockdowns or severe restrictions, it has brought change
in every sphere of life. We express our considerable appreciation to all the authors for their efforts
in bringing articles with technological innovations made throughout the world for tackling Covid19 pandemic situation. It is this willingness to share knowledge, concerns and special insights with
fellow beings that has made this magazine possible.
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